Introduction
In the course of our work on conical distributions (cf.
[ It turned out that, because the invariant* distributions are essentially distributions of a one variable, the system could be reduced to a differential equation in one variable and then solved explicitely. This reduction being very similar to the construction of the radial part of an invariant differential operator (cf. [He 72] for an exposition of this construction in the presence of a symmetry group) it is tempting to extend this construction to more general situtations.
In the present paper we discuss this extention in a model case of the euclidean space and functions valued in the space of spherical harmonics. This latter choice is determined by the fact that the construction of the radial part for an invariant systems of differential operators is carried out by restricting the operator to the space of invariant functions, cf. the diagramm (2.1), and nonzero invariant functions exist only in that case. As already mentioned, our construction of the radial part depends on the description of invariant functions and distributions. This is done in a fairly detailed way in the Section 1 of this paper. The difference of our approach to the previous ones ([C-W 71] , [Ok 76] ) lies essentially in two aspects of the construction. Firstly, we insist on using the canonically determined zonal polynomial Z (cf. below) and not rely on any choice of an arbitrary base for the space of spherical harmonics. And secondly, in our description of invariants we take into account the singular set (in this case the origin in R ), which results in allowing differential operators with singularity at the origin as the radial parts of everywhere defined (and smooth) operators, exactly like in the familiar case of the scalar laplacian.
One more particular feature of our approach deserves mention, and namely the essentially functorial description of spaces of invariant functions and distributions. This results in the automatic fulfilement of the superposition law for radial parts (cf. Coroll. 2.3), which is very important for applications (here we have followed the approach of [G-S 77] ).
A description of SO(d)-covariants
Let the space IR 1^ be equiped with the standard inner product (I-) and the corresponding euclidean norm II • II. Let M denote the group SO(d) consisting of all orthogonal matrices of degree d with determinant 1. Our standing assumption throughout the paper will be d>2, at the end of this section however, we shall briefly comment on the case d=2. By M-invariance we have then for each teR and each meM
for each meM^ such that me =-e , we see that <p satisfies <t>(-t) = (-, that is, 0 is even or odd depending on 1 being even or odd resp.. In such case we shall say that <p has the parity of I and shall occasionally use e(l) to denote the parity-of 1. The subspaces of even, odd resp., functions will be distinguished by the subscripts + or -resp., so that e.g. g + (R)c£(IR) will denote the subspace consisting of even functions, ©_(IR) that of odd functions and for any given integer 1 will denote the subspace of 6(IR) consisting of functions with parity e(l). are topological isomorphisms.
Before begining with the proof we shall introduce some notation which will be convenient in the sequel. The preceding considerations do not apply to the case d=2 for the following reasons. Firstly, the abelian group S0(2) does not act irreducibly on spaces Hwhich are of dimension 2 for any 1>0. Secondly, since the subgroup M consists in this
A' i (IR)xM^(IR)3(f,h) » <f, h>eC; (1.12) <f, h> := f f(t)h(t)dt IR so we can regard (IR) as a subspace of M' ^ (IR) . Denoting by
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M 1 1 case of the identity alone, (M ) = K and therefore the formula (1.5) does not apply. However both these difficulties can be remedied by taking the group M to be 0(2) rather then S0( 2 
The possibility of passage from a given A to p(A) is often used and even in the simplest case of scalar functions (l=k=0) encompasses two well known constructions. Namely if a dif- 
